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Background on US Bankruptcy

• Households unable to repay debts can file for personal bankruptcy.

• Chapter 7: Discharge of most debts if debtor agrees to liquidate nonexempt
assets.
• Typically entails liquidation of car and home.

• Chapter 13: More complete debt discharge (ie, including civil fines).
• In exchange for distribution of disposable income to creditors
• Happens for 3–5 years via a repayment plan agreed upon with bankruptcy trustee.
• Downsides: Higher attorney fees and high failure rate.
• Main upside: Shelter assets:

• White and Zhu (2010): A device to “save your home”
• Morrison Pang Uettwiller (2020): Black borrowers file disproportionately file Ch 13,

despite high failure rates, to discharge auto related fines and retain car access necessary
for commuting.
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Contribution of this paper

1. Document racial disparities in bankruptcy dismissal rates
• Ch 7 dismissal rates disappear with controls, while Ch 13 racial disparities persist

2. Document same-race bias between bankruptcy trustees and Ch 13 bankruptcy
filers
• Black filers 10 pp more likely to have a Ch 13 case dismissed when assigned to white

bankruptcy trustee

3. Novel framework for decomposing homophily results into bias when outcome test
is unavailable
• Standard approach: Becker outcome test (estimate di�erences in outcomes for

marginal agents in di�erent groups)
• “Parallel Disparities Method:” 40% of overall racial dismissal rate is taste-based or

inaccurate statistical racial discrimination
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Main Comment: Is this a setting with unobserved outcomes

• Paper argues this is a case in which Y (i.e., outcome) is unobserved, necessarily
multiple in nature, or otherwise hard to think about: so standard outcome test is
unavailable

• Instead, approach assumes that decision makers make inaccurate prediction
errors by race resulting in inaccurate statistical discrimination and taste based
discrimination (βµ)

• Essentially, the identifying assumption is Black trustee disparity between Black
and white filers pins down the “accurate” component of the statistical bias, and
the remaining is inaccurate/taste-based

• My view: this is a promising approach, but bankruptcy is actually a unique case in
which the outcomes and decision points can actually be observed
• Key outcome: creditor recoveries 3



Sample Case
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In PACER: A Successful Ch 13 Case
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In PACER: A Successful Ch 13 Case
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In PACER: A Successful Ch 13 Case
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In PACER: A Successful Ch 13 Case
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Creditor Disbursements (Separate Ch 13 Case): Standing Trustee’s Final Report
and Consult
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In PACER: A Dismissed Ch 13 Case
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In PACER: A Dismissed Ch 13 Case
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In PACER: A Dismissed Ch 13 Case
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In PACER: A Dismissed Ch 13 Case
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Creditor Disbursements (Separate Ch 13 Case): Standing Trustee’s Final Report
and Consult
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What are the Sources of Bias in this Setting?

• Decisions made by Trustee
• Set the initial size of the repayment plan

• Most interesting result in paper: Black filers assigned to white trustees have $120 higher
income-expense gap

• How to deal with failure to repay
• Deal with hardship conditions

• Decisions made by Debtor:
• Possible threat to identification: to the extent that race concordance enables trust or

motivation: borrowers may be more likely to repay while on Ch 13 plan with
same-race trustee

• Attorney and Judges make decisions as well; and may have di�erent attitudes
towards same-race debtor-trustee pairs
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Concrete Suggestions on Using Full Docket Data

• If the objective is to cleanly identify racial bias by trustees, creditor recoveries
enable typical “gold standard” identification approaches
• ie, assume trustee objective is to maximize creditor recovery; observe creditor

recoveries; and leverage quasi-random assignment to trustees to run traditional
Becker-style outcome tests (ie, (Arnold, Dobbie and Yang, 2018; Dobbie Lieberman
Paravisini Pathania 2018)
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Concrete Suggestions on Using Full Docket Data

• If the objective is to measure the mechanisms by which racial bias is expressed in
this setting: can:
• Measure all the precise ways by which otherwise comparable Black and white

debtors are treated by trustees (ie, di�ering initial payment plans; how long after
failure to pay is a dismissal granted etc)

• Quantify the impact of this di�ering behavior on final dismissal rates
• ie, how much of the same-race bias is accounted for by higher income-expense gap when

Black filers are assigned to white trustees?

• And rule out the most natural competing stories
• ie, are creditor recovery rates or repayment rates just higher with same-race trustees
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Concrete Suggestions on Using Full Docket Data

• If objective is establishing a new method around measuring homophily bias:
credibility in applying to settings without outcomes is a lot higher if you show that
you get the same picture when you incorporate available outcome information
• If you really think bankruptcy is a unique domain; can always try the method in an

existing known domain (ie criminal judges, loan o�cers etc.) for validation
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smaller points

• My intuition: a rough test of the parallel disparities assumption would be to see
how estimates change with and without controls
• In spirit of Oster (2019)

• I doubt it would make a huge di�erence, but would be nice to have a robustness
which uses name alone (not location) to impute race

• Would be nice to see the βµ distribution by each trustee

• The null result for Ch 7 cases is interesting! While dismissals are rare, the raw
racial disparity is large, so interesting no role for trustee e�ects (see Ash et al.
2022 on publication bias here)

• Assumption about non-White decision makers weakly biased against Black filers?
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Publication Bias in Own-Bias Literature
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Race Bias in NBA Wolfers Price (2010)
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Conclusion

• Ambitious paper which makes progress both on measuring racial bias in
bankruptcy, as well as providing general tools for the identification of bias in
other contexts

• I learned a lot from reading it ad thought this was a great contribution

• Would love to see the authors use more granular bankruptcy data to really isolate
what’s going on here to advance both objectives of the paper
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Thanks!
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